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ABSTRACT
Recently, metasurfaces have gained popularity due to their ability to offer a spatially varying phase response, low
intrinsic losses and high transmittance. Here, we demonstrate numerically and experimentally a silicon meta-
surface at THz frequencies that converts a Gaussian beam into a Vortex beam independent of the polarization
of the incident beam. The metasurface consists of an array of sub-wavelength silicon cross resonators made of a
high refractive index material on substrates such as sapphire and CaF2 that are transparent at IR-THz spectral
range. With these substrates, it is possible to create phase elements for a specific spectral range including at the
molecular finger printing around 10 µm as well as at longer THz wavelengths where secondary molecular struc-
tures can be revealed. This device offers high transmittance and a phase coverage of 0 to 2pi. The transmittance
phase is tuned by varying the dimensions of the meta-atoms. To demonstrate wavefront engineering, we used
a discretized spiraling phase profile to convert the incident Gaussian beam to vortex beam. To realize this, we
divided the metasurface surface into eight angular sectors and chose eight different dimensions for the crosses
providing successive phase shifts spaced by pi/4 radians for each of these sectors. Photolithography and reactive
ion etching (RIE) were used to fabricate these silicon crosses as the dimensions of these cylinders range up to few
hundreds of micrometers. Large 1-cm-diameter optical elements were successfully fabricated and characterised
by optical profilometry.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Metasurfaces1–6 are two dimensional array of sub-wavelength spaced meta-atoms, such as V-shaped antennas,7
cylindrical disks8 and nano-fin structures.9 With careful design these resonators can support electric and mag-
netic dipole resonances simultaneously and render a 2pi phase coverage for the transmitting light. This provides
the ability to control the phase and amplitude of the light locally thus enabling wavefront engineering. Meta
surfaces made of high dielectric permittivity materials such as silicon can offer low losses and high transmission
efficiencies. These structures have been experimentally demonstrated for a variety of applications such as beam
steering,10 holography,11 lenses,9 vortex beam generators12 and polarization beam splitters13 at infrared and
optical wavelengths.
Dielectric metasurfaces offer an ideal platform for the development of high-efficiency optical components at
THz frequencies. Various planar THz componets such as lenses,14,15 beam splitters16 and wave plates17,18 have
been reported. So far, dielectric metasurfaces were mainly demonstrated in the visible and infrared spectral
regimes. Several THz dielectric metasurfaces based lenses were reported in the literature but they operate in
reflection mode.19 In this work, we developed a transmission mode vortex beam generator using cross shaped res-
onators at 0.73 THz. Finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulation, fabrication, and optical characterisation
are presented.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the silicon cross meta-atom with width, W , and height, H, fixed at 70 µm and
150 µm, respectively. (b) Simulated transmission amplitudes and (c) corresponding transmission phases as a function
or arm length, L, over the frequency range 0.4-0.8 THz. Spwctral range enclosed between two dashed vertical lines was
chosen due to constant amplitude and possibility of 2pi phase control.
2. META-ATOM DESIGN AND DIMENSIONS
In this section, we discuss the design parameters and selection process for the proper dimensions of silicon cross
resonators that help to obtain the desired transmission and phase response.
The schematic of the silicon cross resonator is shown in Fig. 1a. Silicon is chosen due to its high relative
permittivity of r = 13.5 and its low loss nature in the terahertz regime. The width, height and lattice constant
of the cross are fixed at 70 µm, 150 µm and 500 µm respectively. These dimensions are optimized to excite
electric and magnetic resonances at the desired range of frequencies. We used the FDTD method to perform
simulations, with a linearly polarized plane wave incident normally on the metasurface with its electric field in
y direction and propagating in z direction.
Due to the subwavelength spacing of the resonators and low coupling between adjacent resonators we con-
sidered the electromagnetic response of one resonator by replicating it as an infinite array in x and y directions
achieved by the periodic boundary condition. Each resonator can support electric and magnetic resonance when
the dimensions become comparable to the wavelength of the incident light.20 High transmission can be achieved
by tuning the dimensions such that the two resonance overlap spectrally and cancel out the back scattered light.
Figure 1b and 1c show the transmission amplitude and phase respectively as a function of the arm length L
varied from 120-275 µm and frequency 0.4-0.8 THz. From the simulation data we have selected eight resonators
with nearly equal phase steps of pi/4 to cover full 2pi range.
The amplitude and phase of the transmitted light is computed by using design parameters. Figure 2a and 2b
shows the typical amplitude and phase response across the desired frequency range 0.4-0.8 THz for a cross arm
length of L = 125 µm.
3. VORTEX BEAM GENERATOR
As an application, we propose a metasurface vortex beam generator at terahertz frequencies. The phase function
of the vortex generator is given by a spiraling function as the following equation:
Φ(x, y) = tan−1(y/x), (1)
(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase of the cross resonator with arm length, L, of 125 µm.
Table 1. Transmission amplitudes and phases of the eight cross resonators.
Arm Length (µm) 187 201 208 212 217 225 237 267
Amplitude 0.87 0.88 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.95 0.99 0.99
Phase 2 42 90 135 183 228 271 317
where (x, y) are the coordinates in the metasurface plane. The continuous phase profile of the vortex generator
given in the Eq. 1 is discretized to eight phase levels and the corresponding eight cross resonators dimensions
are given in Table 1. The transmission phase curve is shown in Fig. 3. It is revealed that all the resonators are
showing high transmission with a mean variation of 5%.
We designed a spatial phase element with a diameter 1.2 cm consisting of eight types of cross resonators
in corresponding eight octants as shown in Fig. 4a. Such optical element has dimensions useful for range of
applications in THz experiments including synchrotron beamlines. The FDTD simulated transmission the phase
is shown in Fig. 4b. The designed spiraling phase was indeed following the required 2pi azimuthal span.
Figure 3. Transmission amplitudes and phases of the cross resonators as a function of arm lengths at f = 0.73 THz.
(a) (b)
Figure 4. (a) Schematic layout of meta spiral phase plate (b) Transmission phase of the electric field simulated using
FDTD.
(a) (b)
Figure 5. (a) Fabricated metadevice (b) Profile measured using an optical profilometer.
3.1 Fabrication
A silicon wafer of standard 500 µm thickness was used for the fabrication of the optical meta-surface element.
The device was fabricated using photolithography followed by reactive ion etching (RIE). The mask for the
photolithography was fabricated using the Intelligent micropatterning SF100 XPRESS direct writing system.
We used AZ4562 photo-resist in order to obtain thicker resist coating. The large thickness was needed to obtain
a high etch depth of 150 µm by RIE (the resist was a acting as a sacrificial mask). The standard Bosh process
was used to etch silicon for the required high aspect ratio pattern. A photograph of the fabricated metadevice
and the optical profilometer measurement are shown in Fig. 5a and 5b. The required depth of 150 µm was
achieved after 90 min plasma etching.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this work, we have shown that appropriate choice of the dimensions of the cross resonator can achieve spectral
overlap of the electric and magnetic resonances thus providing full 2pi phase coverage and high transmission
amplitudes. We have employed eight types of cross resonators as building blocks to construct a spiraling phase
plate with eight discretized phase levels. FDTD simulation results clearly show the eight discrete phase levels
across the surface of the meta-surface optical element. There was a 12% difference in the transmission amplitudes
across the eight resonators observed. The metadevice was fabricated using standard projection micro-lithography
and plasma etching.
Such simple-to-fabricate optical elements are promising for the phase and polarisation control at the IR-THz
beamline at the Australian Synchrotron. Applications in opto-mechanics also require high-transmission opti-
cal elements for imparting torque onto absorbing and scattering objects. The demonstrated simple fabrication
method is applicable to a wider range of optical elements such as conical lenses (axicons), and gratings and
can deliver higher quality surface finish as compared with 3D printing recently used for THz polarisation op-
tics.21 Optical elements for spin and orbital angular momentum control are expected to provide new insights
into complex secondary structures of polymers including bio-polymers such as silk which have strong signatures
at IR-THz spectral range.22–25
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